
Are hackers ruining
your life? Follow the
advice of top US
coach Nick Saviano
and you'll find next
time you play a safety
player who simply
waits for your
mistakes, that you'll
actually win.

6) IT'S ALL ABOUT
( -IANGIES
Unless you have some heavy artillery, trying to overpower a hacker is a bad
idea. A hacker has a way of softening your shots and slapping them back at
you. A wiser move - and a good pattern to establish throughout a match - is
to create gaps on the court by taking advantage of angles. Move a hacker
out wide and you force him out of his comfort zone. Depending on where
the return goes, you should be in position to take control of the point. lf its
down the line, step in and play an angle. lf it's crosscourt, you can safely go
up the line and have an excellent opportunity to approach the net.
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By forcing you to play extra balls, hackers might soon have
you believing that you've got to hit the lines in order to win a
point. In fact, they'll often leave the lines unprotected, daring
you to hit a winnen Then, when you start missing, your
frustration will grow. Avoid this trap. Be smart, be patient.
Overhitting is the most common mistake made against
hackers. You can attack, but attack with percentage shots.
Do you want to belt the ball down the line? Fine. Just make
sure it's off a short ball - not one that's five feet behind the
baseline. Go for winners only when you're in an offensive
Dosition.

,4fi[€$.r$#Y
Theres no such thing as an effective retriever with lead feet. So
hackers tend to be pretty fair movers. They want you to hit the
ball into the open court; it gives them a chance to show their
speed. They stay in good shape in order to be able to play their
grinding style and run all day. A smart move is to hit volleys
and finishing ground strokes behind hackers. By wrong{ooting
them, you neutralize their speed and plant a seed of confusion
in their heads. The next time you have a short ball, the hacker
won't assume that you're hitting to the vacated area. The open
court will become even more ooen.

Nick Saviano is the director of coaching eilucation for IJSA
Tennis plager development in Key Biscayne, Floriila, and
has workeil with mang of the nation's top professionals,

ffiB'Aii6'dtH
When playing hackers, you're sure to be fed a healthy diet of
high, looping balls. lt's their forte. A smart counter-attack is to
loop a deep ball back, then rush the net. The trick is not to
move in right away. Be patient. In most cases, hackers won't
take high balls on the rise. Instead, they'll retreat a few feet,
wait for the ball to drop, and reply with a looping shot of their
own. The second you see them retreating... thatb when you
should make your charge. Execute this tactic with the proper d )
disguise, and the next time you hit a high ball, a puzzled 

Uhacker won't know what you're planning to do. ; 
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Logic dictates that if a player remains glued to the baseline, its
because he's frightened of the alternative. The net is a no-go
area for hackers. Volleys and overheads are never their
strengths. (lf they were, they wouldn't be hackers.) Hitting drop
shots or short ground strokes that keep the ball low will force
hackers to make a difficult choice: They can (1 ) follow their shot
into the net, a place theyd rather not be; or (2) hit the short ball,
then backpedal and retreat, putting them in no-man's land.
Either way, you've forced them away from their beloved baseline
and into a verv uncomfortable position.

Se'6Ui'se
Hackers want to lull you into playing their brand of moonball
tennis. Don't let them. lt's the worst thing you can do. Rathet
settle on a style of play and stick to it. Play to your strengths and
impose your game and your will on them. Try not to get
discouraged if an extra ball or two comes back over the net -

expect it. Always prepare yourself to hit another shot, even if
you're sure you've just hit a winnet. The hacker's goal is to make
vou hit one extra ball.
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